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Community members attend the last open swim at Pulliam pool Friday. The pool, which was used for open swim, classes, club use and
physical therapy, has been closed to make room for the Schools of Art and Design, Architecture and Social Work.

Please see POOL | 3

T

here are always going to be new things that we’ve never done before. If you can work
them through being on an airplane or stressful situations, you can work them through
other stressful things because it builds confidence.
— Jason Brown
retired U.S. Army sergeant, served two years in Iraq
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I

’m happy the pool area isn’t going to waste, but I can’t help but wonder if all other options
were fully explored. For the most part, the administration kept silent to the letters we sent
them, and honestly we were kept in the dark.
— Justin Dennis
Carbondale High School teacher, Pulliam swimmer since 1970s
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Kendall Phillips, of
Sainte Marie, relaxes
Tuesday with his new
service dog, Shaman,
under an airplane
hangar’s shade at
the Southern Illinois
Airport. Six veterans
and their dogs were
taken on flights by
SIU aviation students
and faculty Tuesday
as a part of This Able
Veteran, a not-forprofit organization
that trains and matches
service dogs with
veterans. Behesha
Doan, president and
training director of This
Able Veteran, said the
flights helped the pairs
acclimate to flying
and learn to work
through new situations
together. “The goal is
for veterans to be able
to return to things
they like to do such
as traveling,” Doan
said. “The freedom to
be able to is what’s
important.”
TIFFANY BLANCHETTE
DAILY EGYPTIAN

I

felt like I was being harassed, that they were trying to intimidate me. It creates a hostile
work environment and a distraction, and I don’t feel like I can do my job.
— Correctional counselor
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SOLUTION TO TUESDAY’S PUZZLE

THAT SCRAMBLED WORD GAME

by David L. Hoyt and Jeff Knurek
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Aries — Today is a 7 — Re-establish
communication, now that Mercury’s
direct. The next two days have profit
potential. Get into the numbers.
Somebody’s got to do it. Confirm your
suspicions. Follow through.

Cancer — Today is an 8 —
Meetings and parties go well today
and tomorrow. Sometimes it’s best to
walk away rather than jumping into an
argument. Take what’s offered, even if
it’s more than you think you deserve.

Libra — Today is a 6 — Review
the financial implications of
recent changes. Pay bills, and
avoid a breakdown. Allow
yourself to be persuaded.
Achieve a compromise.

Capricorn — Today is a 9 — Love
and beauty are on your radar, and
your creative perspective makes
you quite attractive now. You’re
going to have a lot of fun taking
on new challenges.

Taurus — Today is a 9 — Today
and tomorrow, you’re more
assertive. You call the shots. Things
are becoming easier, perhaps too
easy. Challenge your ideas. Stash
away the loot.

Leo — Today is an 8 — Advance
in your career. Mercury goes
direct today, for communication
ease. Offer encouragement to
your teammates. Put energy into
art, music or writing. Then listen.

Scorpio — Today is an 8 — Get
a partner to help. Together you
can complete more projects. Talk,
write, discuss, and even argue
for what you want. Watch for a
windfall profit. Relax and enjoy it.

Aquarius — Today is a 9 —
Family comes first now. Clean
up all misunderstandings on the
double. Keep your eye on your
commitments. Find answers to
your innermost questions.

Gemini — Today is a 6 — Finish
up the more tedious jobs first,
then full steam ahead with the
fun stuff. You’re gaining valuable
skills, and things are moving. A
romance could spark.

Virgo — Today is an 8 — Let
go of a preconception that’s
been holding you back. Clear out
clutter for new freedom. Set longrange goals today and tomorrow.
Give happiness top priority.

Sagittarius — Today is a 7 — See
what you can do for others. Teach
in a way that they can learn and
gain wisdom. Your mate offers
encouragement. Listening is key.
Gather valuable information.

Pisces — Today is an 8 —
Spend time in your own neighborhood
and discover something new.
Romance, perhaps? Your status is on
the rise. Step out from under being
overwhelmed, and get the job done.
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hese quirky sports are just another part of the fun of the
Olympic games, and so I present to you the top 5 most
obscure Olympic sports.

